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How Do I Get To Google Docs?
Option 1: Type “Google Docs” in the Google 
search bar. Click the first search result.

Option 2: Click on the “Waffle” icon on the top 
right corner. Scroll to find the “Docs” icon
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Creating A New Document
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             How to create a document

After you’ve opened Google Docs and this 
screen appears, click on the colourful plus 
sign (+) to create a new document.
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             How to create a document

This is what your screen will look like, this is a brand 
new document.

PRO TIP: Give your document a name by clicking on “Untitled document” and pressing 
“Backspace” on your keyboard. Then type in a title, afterwards just click back on the actual 
document. 8



Changing Font: Writing Exquisitely
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          To change Font style...

Locate where it says 
“Arial” in the menu at the 
top of the screen. Click 
it.

A list of font styles 
will appear. Select 
one. 

Pro Tip: If none of 
the given options 
stick out to you, 
click “More fonts”.
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       Font styles
Here are some examples of different 
font styles:

1. Arial (default font)
2. Dancing Script
3. Aladin
4. Times New Roman
5. Courier New
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            To change Font size...

Beside the font style, there is a 
section with a minus and plus 
sign surrounding a number. 
Click it.

This list of sizes will 
appear. Choose one. 

Pro Tip: The 
higher the number, 
the larger the 
font size.
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         Font sizes 

Here is a list of different font sizes:

1. 11 pt
2. 30 pt
3. 48 pt
4. 96 pt (largest size given)
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How To Edit Grammar/Spelling: Time for 
the Grammar Police
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                  Grammar/Spelling Tools

Step 1: Click on “Tools” on the main task bar.

Step 2: From the new drop-down menu, click “Spelling and grammar”. 
Make sure all of the options have a check mark in front of it.
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                 What to do when you see a red squiggly line?

Step 1: Right click on the underlined 
word.

Step 2: Click on the correction 
provided at the top of the new 
drop-down menu

Pro Tip: You can even find synonyms 
and definitions for words!

Step 1: Right click the 
word Step 2: 

Click on 
“Define 
(your 
word)” to 
see its 
definition 
and 
synonyms
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                          For Mac Users

On your keyboard, hold down 
“control”, “option” and right click 
to make corrections.

You can use the same functions 
to find word definitions. 
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Inserting Pictures: Say Cheese!
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                Inserting Pictures
Step 1: Click on “Insert” to open a drop-down 
menu.
Step 2: Click on “Upload from Computer” from the 
smaller drop-down menu.

PRO TIP: Download the images beforehand on your 
computer 19



                Inserting Pictures

Step 3: On this new tab, select the image from 
your computer and remember to click “Open” 
afterwards.

Step 4: Resize and rotate the image to your 
liking. This is done using the blue square markers.
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                Inserting Pictures
There a three icons at the bottom that adjust how the image with affect the writing.
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Sharing a Document: Signed, Sealed, 
Delivered
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             First….

Located in the top right corner of your screen is the “Share” 
button. Click it.
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          Next...

Once this screen appears, type in the 
name  or email of  whom you wish to 
send it to in the section labeled “Add 
people and groups”.

Pro Tip: You can send the 
document to multiple recipients at 
once.
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         Finally...

After you’ve added a recipient, 
click on the button the drop-down 
beside “Editor”.

Here you will find the 
editing rights of your 
recipient:
● Viewer - view only
● Commenter - 

comment only
● Editor - all editing 

rights (like the 
owner)

Choose one.

Once all of this is done, add a 
message and then send it off!

Reminder: “Editor” is the default. You do not 
have to select that one! 25



Downloading a Document: Super simple!
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          Downloading As A PDF

Step 1: Click “File” on the top left corner.
Step 2: Click on “Download”
Step 3: Click on “PDF Document (.pdf)”
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          Downloading As A PDF

Step 4: Wait for Adobe Acrobat screen to pop up
Step 5: Click on “File”
Step 6: Click on “Save As”
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          Downloading As A PDF
Step 7: Select a destination on computer.
Step 8: Click on “Save”

Do Not Forget To Click “Save” !!!
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Restoring a Previous Version: We all make 
mistakes
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                 Where do I go first?

Click on the gray, underlined text that reads “Last edit was 
_________ ago”.
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             Then...

Once this screen 
appears, select the 
version you wish to 
restore.

Click “Restore this 
version”.

This is the menu where you can find all previous 
versions of the document. Each time and date 
represents a revision made.
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           That's all folks
Today we learned…..
✅ How to change Font Style & Size
✅How to Edit Grammar
✅How to Insert Pictures
✅How Restore a Previous Version
✅How to Download a Document
✅How to Share a Document
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        Additional Resources
Beginner’s Guide to Google Docs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e771f9YYh4s

A Handy Website dedicated to Beginner Google Docs Users:
https://edu.gcfglobal.org/en/googledocuments/ 

Google Docs Beginners Tutorial 2020:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84oqNE_MZN0

Additional Tips and Tricks for First Timer Google Docs Users:
https://www.androidauthority.com/how-to-use-google-docs-1131133/ 

Click on the blue 
writing to open the 
website or video of your 
choice. 
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